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Questions: 
 
Basics: 
 

1. How long have you been at US/CCA? 
a. MFA in Interaction Design and now in DMBA  
b. 2.5 years 
c. In the final semester! 

2. Where are you from? 
a. India: very South 

3. What are you goals and aspirations as a designer? 
a. Not necessarily going to stay in the US or Bay Area 
b. Looking for super specific jobs 

i. Interaction, industrial and strategy 
ii. Design firms have more variety - that’s the environment he is used to 
iii. Cogniance  
iv. Visa sponsorship issues 

4. How did you decide to come here? 
5. What do you like most about design? 

a. 2 separeate things: 
i. Craftsmanship: ongoing in previous roles 

1. Cant step back from it and see what it actually means 
ii. Strategy 

1. Lot of common sense in design which is missing in a lot of other 
fields 

2. Interaction designers really the only ones applying that - needs to 
be integrated into other realms to 

iii. Working with StairAware -first role as Strategist  
 
Existential 
 

1. What was most awe inspiring environment (from your travels)? 
a. Not about the place 
b. Daytime travel doesn’t inspire him the same way as the nighttime 
c. Will go far away from the city jsut to shoot the New Moon 
d. Places he connects to the most are those that make successful new moon photo 

i. Death Valley was this place 
e. Every summer has existential crisis when he looks up at the largeness of the sky 
f. But also sees the awe of being a part of this massive galaxy  



g. Dug into measuring planetary distance - wished he had this excitement as a child 
but didn’t because his mom (rocket scientist) had an academic perspective, and 
he sees it more spiritually and visually 

2. How do you view the world (in 5 words)? 
a. Mix of all sorts of people 
b. Replace one annoying person, bound to be another annoying person (whether 

traveling or on a team) 
c. Trump sucks, but someone has to suck 
d. You need a villian - every situation needs a villain 

3. What was your journey to being here today? 
a. Today was good! (Career Expo) - felt much more organized  
b. Met some old friends 
c. Ate food  

4. What does photography bring to your life? 
a. His entire wardrobe is grays and blues 

i. When did this start? Always been drawn to muted colors 
ii. When started photography, looked for contrast in forms, even when colors 

are mute, there are still contrasts to look for 
iii. His IG has no people - the only ones there are 3 pixels tall - might as well 

be stranger 
iv. Keeps himself busy constantly - can’t sit still 
v. Quick smoking pot because it made him feel dysfunctional 

5. How do you like to travel? Alone, with people? Why? 
6. Do you believe you have an essence? 

a. Even if he does, he couldn’t frame it succinctly  
7. If you had to make one rule for humanity to follow, what would it be? 

a. Very passionately said no to religion 
b. Stand out comedians bring this idea forth  
c. Strange rituals that don’t really makes sense - “fucking stupid” 
d. Reading Sapiens - one reason we have been able to survive as a species - 

believing in this larger thing (how does this relate to awe??) 
i. Some element that resonates 
ii. Brings people together  

8. What your relationship with color? 
a. Hates color  
b. The only colorful things he owns are his socks  
c. They are very jarring  
d. He loves textures - they mean a lot  
e. Sees color as an added layer - you can see texture much better in the absence of 

color  
f. Rather of 10 gray sweatshirts with different knits  

9. What external forces do you think influence you (technological world to the everyday 
nature of life)? 



a. Technological world doesn’t influence as much as it should  
b. Not out of rebellion - when everyone shifts in one direction, he goes the other 

way - out of sheer curiosity 
c. His room has oil lamps (low tech) 
d. Influences push him in another direction  
e. Doesn’t use FB much at all anymore 
f. IG: Been a major influence in society lately  

 
 
Everyday  
 

10. How does photography fulfill your needs? 
a. Recognition in a certain way 
b. Doesn't like photography, but loved cameras - collected film cameras and adored 

the mechanics 
c. Had to do as part of old job as documentation - a lot of product photos 
d. Boss said don’t capture things which seems obvious: look where people aren’t 

looking 
i. Blue Angels Fleet Week: always does this there, turns around and looks 

the opposite way 
e. Can rant on this for a long time!  

11. What places in the city do you feel most yourself? 
a. Woodshop upstairs at CCA - “sleeps behind the table saw” 

12. Where do you feel most at home? 
13. When did you feel a part of you was stripped away? 

a. Bad fallout with first friend he made in US 
b. Changed him in many ways - shut him off from many things as wanted to avoid 

dealing with that shit again 
14. Have you ever been surprised by your actions? Personally and with others? 

a. Nope 
15. Who calls you most in your life? 

a. Girlfriend (but doesn’t affect him the most) 
16. Where do you think you are missing social interaction in your life? 

a. Blaming Sharon LOL 
b. Used to be a rock before Sharon’s class - hard to access his internal world  
c. Hated about the US...back home, everyone is extremely connected, family and 

friends. You don’t thank a friend for doing something, because it seems like a 
really formal thing - you just do things to support your friends/family 

d. Indians are genuine; not polite. The exact opposite of his perspective of 
Americans - hard to read what an Americans really are saying 

e. World of self importance he saw here ended up forcing him into hermit mode 
which is opposite of how he is, a social butterfly  



f. Loves to go to big parties, but shocked but the flakiness of Americans in not 
actually showing up, or surprised when people do actually show up 

g. Had to learn to read all these cues - got tired of wasting energy doing this, and 
found it easier to be in his own bubble 

h. Hard to find genuine people - though he feels like he can rely on them, still knows 
they have each others back which he doesn’t find as easily here 

i. Finds that people are much more independent here than in India  
17. Why do you think culture of US has a facade? 

a. Doesn’t know 
b. People in US he sees as being able to go days without talking to anyone else 
c. Creating alienation (self check-out lines, online ordering, etc) 
d. Parent who doesn’t stop kicking the seat that’s in front of him - self importance; 

lack of common sense 
e. Lack of commitment  
f. Friend says, “Yes I’d like to come help. Let me know when to come even though I 

don’t know if I will be able to come” 
g. Called out for being too direct perceived as aggressive in his group projects at 

school 
h. He has a lot of pent up frustration!  
i. Surprised that people can be good friends even though they haven't seen each 

other in 2 years - doesn’t think the bond is strong enough - sees there must be a 
certain threshold 

j. Good at making friends, but not good at making a close friends 
k. Went to a boys school, and they never talked about girls - still doesn’t talk about 

his girlfriend  - doesn’t know how to engage in these conversations 
l. He finds it hard to connect on a personal level - doesn’t have the dialogue for it  

18. In Fostering Human Connection because wants to work on all the above!  
a. Has about 3-4 close friends  
b. Had a group of about 7 guys that all split up and went to different parts of the 

world for masters 
c. Gotten used to be independent here 

19. Girlfriend 
a. She’s in India 
b. Text/Call but have only seen each other twice in the last 2.5 years- been together 

for 9 years 
c. Plenty of times when didnt think relationship would work 

20. Do you like to go to parties?  
 
 
Personal Inquiry  
 

21. What is your favorite meal to cook? Do you use cooking as a social tool? 
a. Strange relationship: loves it so much, he doesn’t cook at all 



b. Loves the process and loses time doing it  
c. Ends up eating Costco rotisserie chicken a lot  

22. Who do you interact with the most? 
a. “Sadly” his teammates: class work takes bulk of his time  

23. How does the world shape the designs that you manifest? 
a. When undergrad, always kept up with trends, making things hip in that moment 
b. Sees himself getting comfortable in space that he is settled in (mocked his old 

boss for doing this and now he does it) 
24. Why design in business? 

a. There’s a significant gap and hopes to bridge that 
b. Language gap between those 2 groups  

25. Where do you like to go when you have information overload? 
a. Basketball - though doesn’t do it that much anymore - constantly 

engaging/always moving  
26. Do you like the day or night best? 

a. The night 
b. Likes the sun, but never goes into the sun - would have stayed in India if liked the 

sun so much  
27. Who do you believe is the 1%? 

a. Annoyed at 1% 
b. The techies in SF ruin it for it - hates having to listen to someone’s pitch when 

goes out anywhere 
c. That’s the 1% in the tech world - not in whole world  
d. Doesn’t like the pedestal they place themselves on  

28. Do you feel like home here? 
a. Not at home here 
b. Don’t feel at home at home (in India)  
c. Place he did his undergrad in India feels more like home  
d. Back home, too protected as a child 
e. Had to fend for himself the most in undergrad - new group of friends, whole world 

opened up, met gf there 
29. What is your relationship like with your family? Who is your family? 

a. Very close but doesn’t talk a lot 
b. Calls about once/week  
c. Doesn’t say he love them  
d. Relation with sister: snake and mongoose - but then she came to same place as 

him for undergrad - then became the best of buddies when in school - but made 
sure she got hazed well (she’s 2 years younger) 

30. If you could ask one question to a higher power what would it be? 
a. Do you have a beard? 
b. Dug into Christianity (and their marketing dept) - led to Alan Watson 



c. Had to do a silent meditation for 10 days to clear his head - hardest thing he’s 
done - went to see if he could actually do it - don’t need the third meal bc don’t 
expel much energy there  

31. What was your favorite animal (pet) in childhood? Now? 
a. Never had one - maybe his dog, that’s it 
b. Absolutely not - David Attenborough that he narrates about, he likes  

32. When was the last time you had a revelation? 
a. Regarding work: his old boss had major influence on him 
b. Firm he joined as 2nd person  
c. Self reflection - becoming the person he was calling out earlier  

33. When was your last truly meaningful conversation? 
a. Few weeks ago with closest friend here (she has degree in psych - that creeps 

him out) 
b. Other friend has a knack for probing him without making him feel uncomfortable 

(about a year ago)  
 
 
“Grandpa at heart”  
 
 
 





 


